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Painted Dancers

Fine Art Body Painting

Painted Bodies. Living Art.
The ultimate live event decoration.
Our painted models and dancers are an interactive 
visual entertainment that will amaze your guests. 
Living Picasso and Pop Art paintings; sophisticated 
designs from world cultures; and original creations 
designed for your theme — beautiful and startling 
images painted on skilled performers 
that bring them to life.

Beyond painted faux clothing. Not a salacious night club act. 
This is a high art entertainment for discerning clients — private or corporate. 
Face and body painting also available to bring an event theme fully to life by 
painting the event staff, catering staff and the guests.
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Painted Bodies. Living Art.

The ultimate live event decoration.
Our painted models and dancers are an interactive visual 
entertainment that will amaze your guests. 
Living Picasso and Pop Art paintings; sophisticated designs 
from world cultures; and original creations designed for 
your theme -- beautiful and startling images painted on 
skilled performers that bring them to life.

LIVE PAINTING during the event 
Seeing the transformation in progress is an exciting entertainment.
For theme parties, events and Barmitzvahs our program is to partially pre-paint the models before 
the opening then finish the painting live during the event as a performance art -- on a platform, 
with music -- with the models moving and posing as we paint them.

IMAGE REPETOIRE - body painting as fine art
 •   Modern Artists and Pop Art: Picasso, Monet, Van Gogh, etc.
 •   World Art - from authentic tribal designs to sophisticated Chinese Opera
 •   Animals, Nature Images, Futuristic and Abstract Designs
 •   Original designs created for special themes and corporate concepts

MODELS that move.
We can supply experienced body models who are dancers and performers. 
They know what to expect, and they know how to move and pose to bring the art to life.

introducing B o dyStories
Beyond decoration, an original performance concept in which the painted body tells a story, 
based in our studies of traditional body art and folklore. A truly unique entertainment.

PRICING
The pricing for a bodypaint varies widely based on complexity of the design and other factors, 
determined by the hours required for painting and performing. Please contact us for prices.

PAINTING THE GUESTS
After the bodypainting the artists can be available to paint the guests.
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